During the past few decades, a number of effective methods for indexing, query processing, and knowledge discovery in moving object databases have been proposed. An interesting research direction that has recently emerged handles semantics of movement instead of raw spatio-temporal data. Semantic annotations, such as "stop," "move," "at home," "shopping," "driving," and so on, are either declared by the users (e.g., through social network apps) or automatically inferred by some annotation method and are typically presented as textual counterparts along with spatial and temporal information of raw trajectories. It is natural to argue that such "spatio-temporal-textual" sequences, called semantic trajectories, form a realistic representation model of the complex everyday life (hence, mobility) of individuals. Towards handling semantic trajectories of moving objects in Semantic Mobility Databases, the lack of real datasets leads to the need to design realistic simulators. In the context of the above discussion, the goal of this work is to realistically simulate the mobility life of a large-scale population of moving objects in an urban environment. Two simulator variations are presented: the core Hermoupolis simulator is parametric driven (i.e., user-defined parameters tune every movement aspect), whereas the expansion of the former, called Hermoupolis by-example , follows the generate-by-example paradigm and is self-tuned by looking inside a real small (sample) dataset. We stress test our proposal and demonstrate its novel characteristics with respect to related work.
INTRODUCTION
The immense advances in sensor-equipped mobile device technology, such as smartphones, GPS navigation devices, tablets, and so on, has generated giant amounts of mobility data. Having such datasets in the Big Data era is a vital prerequisite for the validation of the numerous mobility data management and mining techniques that have been proposed in the literature. Recently, there have been available a few such datasets (ChoroChronos [2016] , GeoLife [2016] , etc.); however, they lack annotations along with raw spatio-temporal information. On the other hand, current research efforts on mobility data make use of fusion techniques that annotate the raw trajectory data with semantic information. A so-called semantically annotated trajectory, or, in short, semantic trajectory [Parent et al. 2013] , is such an alternative representation of the motion path of a moving object. In this setting, a raw trajectory is a sequence of the observed GPS records (usually modeled as a three-dimensional (3D) polyline in the 2D geographic + 1D time space), while its semantic counterpart is a sequence of meaningful and easy to be understood abstractions of mobility data.
Maintaining semantic trajectory information turns out to be quite useful in terms of content-related movement analyses. More specifically, in the widely adopted semantic trajectory terminology [Parent et al. 2013] , movement is considered a sequence of semantically meaningful episodes, which could be either stops (e.g., at home, at an office, at a cafe) or moves (walking, driving, etc.) , corresponding to homogenous fractions of movement evolution. Such semantic-aware mobility fractions and abstractions enable applications to better understand and exploit human mobility; for instance, (i) identify those meaningful locations where some activity takes place, (ii) infer how long it takes to get from one Point of Interest (PoI) to another (e.g., from home to office) by using which transportation means, (iii) make conclusions about the frequency of an individual's outdoor activities (recorded, e.g., by a fitness application), (iv) calculate indices and measures related to environmentally friendly or sustainable mobility, and so on. In addition, applications built on semantic trajectories can easily identify common behaviors among a group of people. As such, emerging semantic-aware Location-Based Social Networking (LBSN) apps include location sharing and ranking, recommendation according to travel and socio-demographic similarities, and so on [Luo et al. 2013; Qu et al. 2014; Su et al. 2014] .
Unfortunately, synchronized raw GPS recordings along with semantically annotated trajectory datasets are not currently available (to the best of our knowledge, in the rare cases where they do exist, they are small and proprietary [Janssens et al. 2012] ), whereas, on the other hand, state-of-the-art synthetic trajectory generators, such as by Brinkhoff [2002] and the BerlinMOD [Duntgen et al. 2008] , cannot be considered pattern or semantic aware in the sense that we described earlier.
To meet the above requirements, we present Hermoupolis, 1 a pattern-and semanticaware synthetic semantic trajectory simulator that produces annotated trajectories of moving objects following given mobility profiles along with the respective simulated GPS-like recordings. Mobility profiles imply the different patterns of movement that we would like to reproduce, covering the real-world examples mentioned earlier (from home to work and back to home; from home to a mall for shopping, then to a restaurant to dining, and back to home; etc.). As a second step, we address an even more challenging problem: given a (typically small) real semantic trajectory dataset as input (instead of a set of mobility profiles), we aim to generate a (typically large) synthetic semantic trajectory dataset that simulates the input as much as possible (in other words, we follow the generate-by-example paradigm). To this end, we propose an algorithm, called Hermoupolis by-example , which discovers the hidden profiles found in the input dataset and feeds core Hermoupolis with these profiles in order to generate the output dataset.
To give the gist of our approach, the proposed Hermoupolis by-example generator workflow, illustrated in Figure 1 , consists of four steps as follows:
-Given a small set of semantically annotated movements as input (illustrated in Figure 1 (a)), we first detect clusters according to their spatio-temporal-textual properties (Figure 1(b) illustrates three clusters and a few outliers); this is Step 1 of the process, that is, the semantic trajectory clustering step. Fig. 1 . The Hermoupolis by-example simulator workflow: (a) the input dataset; (b) the semantic trajectory clustering step; (c) the cluster generalization step; (d) the cluster classification step; and (e) the core Hermoupolis execution step, which provides the final output.
-Then, based on this clustering, we obtain mobility profiles (Figure 1(c) illustrates the respective profiles of the three clusters found in the previous step); this is Step 2 of the process, that is, the clusters generalization step. -Then, the mobility profiles found are grouped together in equivalence classes, taking into consideration their spatio-temporal overlap degree (Figure 1(d) illustrates the two equivalence classes found); this is Step 3 of the process, that is, the clusters classification step. -Finally, each equivalence class serves as input to the core Hermoupolis simulator that performs simulation and generates the output (illustrated in Figure 1 (e)); this is
Step 4 of the process, that is, the core Hermoupolis execution step.
Obviously, performing the above four steps/tasks is not straightforward at all. Each task raises issues and challenges to be addressed. For instance: (i) Which would be a sound similarity function (in the spatio-temporal-textual domain) and what kind of clustering over semantic trajectories should be used for the purposes of Step 1? (ii) How would a cluster of semantic trajectories be abstracted to a mobility profile in Step 2? (iii) How would we group mobility profiles to equivalence classes in order to support
Step 3? Last, with regard to the challenges of the Hermoupolis core generator itself (at Step 4), how do we generate large volumes of realistic synthetic semantic trajectories by tuning a set of appropriate mobility parameters?
The merits and contributions of our work are summarized below:
-We devise Hermoupolis, a pattern-and semantic-aware synthetic trajectory simulator that is able to produce realistic semantic trajectories (synchronized with their raw spatio-temporal counterparts) that conform to a set of mobility profiles. -We propose Hermoupolis by-example , an effective methodology that simulates a (typically small) set of real semantic trajectories in order to provide output at (typically large) user-defined scales.
-As an independent research result, we propose SemT-OPTICS for semantic trajectory clustering, extending the well-known T-OPTICS [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006] clustering algorithm that was originally designed for (raw) trajectories; for this purpose, SemT-OPTICS relies on an effective spatio-temporal-textual similarity function over semantic trajectories. -We demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposals through an extensive validation study over a real road network.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews related work and provides the motivation for a semantic trajectory simulation framework, while Section 3 formulates the problem to be addressed. Sections 4 and 5 present the two proposals, Hermoupolis and Hermoupolis by-example , respectively. Section 6 consists of our validation study. Section 7 further highlights the merits of Hermoupolis by demonstrating how Hermoupolis may simulate various mobility scenarios that are applicable to different domains and application areas, also positioning our proposal in the literature, according to a classification of macroscopic simulators with respect to various desirable characteristics. Section 8 concludes the article, also pointing out interesting research directions.
RELATED WORK
In the domain of human (vehicle, etc.) mobility, the generators (or simulators) proposed so far in the literature are categorized either as microscopic or macroscopic. Microscopic generators deal with individual objects (e.g., vehicles) whereas macroscopic generators deal with traffic flow at a higher abstraction level. The models produced by the former are mostly used to evaluate traffic efficiency regarding speed and travel time; they basically focus on simulating traffic signal regulation, route control, and traffic condition estimation. Just to name a few interesting proposals in this domain, MATSim [2016] is one of the most well-known microscopic transport simulators offering a flexible framework for demand-modeling, agent-based mobility-simulation (traffic flow simulation) and re-planning, SPEEDD [Singhal et al. 2015 ] is another efficient microscopic simulator for traffic analysis, and TrafficModeller [Papaleontiou et al. 2009 ] is a graphical tool for programming microscopic traffic simulators. Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [Krajzewicz et al. 2002] is also a traffic simulator that generates collisionfree vehicle movements of private and public transport; in SUMO simulations, vehicle movements are represented in a network with multi-lane streets, junction-based rightof-way rules, and lane-to-lane connections. In application domains other than humans' movement, there do exist interesting proposals; for instance, in the domain of animal ecology, Technitis et al. [2015] recently proposed the random trajectory generator (RTG), an algorithm that combines the concepts of random walks, space-time prisms, and the Brownian bridge movement model. However, these approaches cannot be easily adapted to the case of interest regarding this article.
On the other hand, macroscopic generators are employed to simulate traffic flow as a whole considering populations of moving objects. In the remainder, we focus our discussion on macroscopic generators.
Generating Spatio-Temporal Data (GSTD) [Theodoridis et al. 1999 ] was one of the first moving object generators to appear in the literature. It generates time-stamped locations of moving objects (points or rectangles) in free space. As simulation time passes, objects change their location according to a number of parameters (speed, heading, etc.) and sizes (in case of non-point objects). The original algorithm has been improved in several ways, allowing more options to users: tuning the agility of generated objects and consideration of obstacles (Semantic-GSTD [Pfoser and Theodoridis 2003 ]), forcing passing from pre-determined points (GSTD * , and so on. Inspired by GSTD, Cellular Network Trajectories Reconstruction Environment (CENTRE) [Giannotti et al. 2005 ] examines movements of objects in mobile networks, using data from cell phone providers and simulating larger numbers of objects. Its most interesting characteristic is that the user can define groups with different movement behavior (with respect to direction, speed, and agility parameters) by also taking into account sensitivity to obstacles. Thus, cars can be obstructed by rectangular obstacles (e.g., building blocks) while pedestrians (that move with lower speed) cannot.
G-TERD [Tzouramanis et al. 2002 ] is a generator that produces large sets of twodimensional regions that move and change sizes and colors. The user has the ability to modify some parameters, the most important of which are the maximum speed, the angle of movement, the interaction with other objects, and the initial position of the object. The movement is unrestricted, so it does not allow simulation of objects moving over a network. On the other hand, the Oporto generator [Saglio and Moreira 2001] simulates the scenario of fishing boats, thus the motion of objects is arbitrary in the two-dimensional space. Brinkhoff [2002] was the earliest attempt to generate moving objects over a network. During the simulation, new objects are created in random locations on the grid and disappear when they reach their destination. These objects are separated during their creation in groups, where the speed and the path followed by each object depend on the group to which it belongs, but also from the point located at all times. This is because a maximum capacity is associated to each edge of the network, which, if exceeded, affects the speed of moving objects in that edge. The basic functions, such as the number of moving objects or the simulation time of the generator, are regulated by a set of userdefined parameters.
In the GAMMA framework [Hu and Lee 2005] , the generation process is considered as an optimization problem and is solved by the utilization of a genetic algorithm. In fact, this framework is a generator by example, which means that it receives as input a set of activity trajectories and tries to generate both cellular network trajectories and symbolic trajectories that (a) represent mobility patterns similar to those present in a set of real-life sample trajectories given as input and (b) conform to real-life constraints and heuristics. Hence, based on these sample "activity" trajectories, GAMMA can be configured to generate similar "activity" trajectories that enclose real-life activity patterns. The generated trajectories are intended to be similar to the input trajectories. So in order for the generator to simulate spatiotemporal activities of an entire population, a representative sample is needed.
Besides generators studying the natural movement of objects on maps, ST-ACTS [Gidófalvi and Pedersen 2006] uses social and geo-demographic data, considering how objects move through space because they have to perform a particular activity, which can only be performed at a particular point, both in space and in time.
BerlinMOD [Duntgen et al. 2008 ] simulates movements of objects over the network of the city of Berlin for a given period of time and capture their positions. The traffic in this generator is long term, that is, BerlinMOD simulates movements of objects for long periods, for example, a day or more, in contrast to the majority of other generators, which have shorter time strokes. The main goal of this generator is to model a person's everyday trips (home to work, etc.). Some parameters that can be set include the number of moving objects, the number of observation days, the sample size, the speed of the moving objects, the way of selecting the initial and final position (for example, the work area and region of residence of the population, respectively), and so on.
MWGen [Xu and Güting 2012] attempts to combine the generation of moving objects traveling through different environments and with multiple transportation modes. MWGen input is data concerning the available infrastructure, such as the road network, the public transportation network (metro, buses, etc.), and indoor environments (i.e., floor plans). Afterwards, the global space is built on top of all infrastructures. Finally, trip planning is performed on the unified space where the start and end positions can be in any given infrastructure. A trip can cover one or several environments, where in the latter case the moving object uses multiple transportation modes.
Last but not least, the Minnesota Traffic Generator [MNTG 2016 ] is not considered a data generator per se, but rather it is a web application acting as an interface layer on top of Brinkhoff or BerlinMOD generators. The main contribution of this tool is that the user avoids the installation and complicated configuration steps necessary to get either Brinkhoff or BerlinMod up and running, while he/she is able to work on a user-specified region.
Having available an effective simulator of large synthetic (and realistic, as much as possible) semantic trajectory datasets is important, especially in the field of mobility data analytics and mining. The latter has provided many successes, as these are described by works that identify various types of patterns, including clusters of entire trajectories [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006] or sub-trajectories [Lee et al. 2007; , group behaviors [Gudmundsson et al. 2007; Jeung et al. 2008; Kalnis et al. 2005; Li et al. 2010] , sequential trajectory patterns [Giannotti et al. 2007 ], top-k representative trajectory samples [Panagiotakis et al. 2011] , and so on However, the effectiveness of most of the aforementioned methods has been evaluated with the use of small, with respect to the potential size of real-world, datasets. Even when real datasets are available, the ground truth for such kind of patterns is lacking; as such, researchers have to evaluate their proposals with general-purpose validation metrics (e.g., intra-vs. inter-cluster distance).
The need for such real datasets has been widely recognized by the research community. For instance, the Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) [Laurila et al. 2013] dataset, based on the Lausanne data collection campaign [Kiukkonen et al. 2010] , consists of four different categories of data. The first one is social interaction data where the actual interaction can be inferred mostly by SMS and call logs. The second category is the location of the users given mainly by GPS sensors and cellular network triangulation. The other two categories of data are media-related (e.g., music played, videos, and pictures) and behavioral data (e.g., inferring the mean of transportation by using the acceleration sensor of the smartphone device), respectively. Unfortunately, the semantic information is not given explicitly as it is actually one of the challenges of MDC. In the same way, CrowdSignals [2015] is an ongoing project that aims to create a large set of rich mobile and sensor data recorded from smartphones and smartwatches. The intention is that this dataset will include geo-location, sensor, system, and network logs; user interactions; social connections; and communications as well as user-provided ground-truth labels and survey feedback. The data collection is planned to be conducted in early 2016, thus, there are no data collected or shared yet.
On the other hand, utilizing synthetic generators is a typical approach for researchers, since it can support scalability experiments. However, synthetic datasets cannot guarantee the cardinality (or even the existence) of hidden patterns (i.e., mobility profiles) within the synthetic population. For instance, experimentation of densitybased clustering algorithms, such as T-OPTICS [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006] and TR-ACLUS [Lee et al. 2007 ], may be biased if the distribution of the data under experimentation does not include a sufficient number of density-connected groups of objects, similarly for other mobility patterns. A few examples that support this argument follow: -In order for the authors of Nanni and Pedreschi [2006] to stress test their T-OPTICS clustering algorithm, they introduced a variant of CENTRE [Giannotti et al. 2005] , called C4C (CENTRE for Clustering), which generates trajectories that follow some pre-defined clusters, each of which is modeled by a sequence of regions (zones of attraction). -In order for the authors of Li et al. [2010] to show the efficiency of their swarm discovery algorithm, they generated a large synthetic dataset using the Brinkhoff generator. -In the semantic trajectory domain, the authors of Splitter [Zhang et al. 2014] first generate raw trajectories (using Brinkhoff) and then randomly choose one category for each place from a few pre-defined categories (collected via Foursquare); also, due to the lack of ground truth, they do not support "Move"-type episodes. -In order for the authors of Guting et al. [2015] to evaluate pattern queries in symbolic trajectories (actually, a variant of the concept of semantic trajectories), they applied the BerlinMOD benchmark [Duntgen et al. 2008] ; on the other hand, in order to obtain symbolic trajectories with comparable properties (i.e., having certain sizes and labels from a static limited collection with similar repetition frequencies), they had to generate synthetic data without using BerlinMOD but instead following an ad hoc method that generates random walks.
Our overall argument is that effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability experiments for algorithm testing purposes should not be applied independently and over different datasets. Like efficiency and scalability, effectiveness should be tested in very large datasets; like effectiveness, efficiency and scalability should be tested in datasets that include patterns of varying, known cardinality. Only this way are experimental results interpretable and useful.
To exemplify the above discussion, let us have a closer look at the mobility scenario presented in Figure 1 , which consists of three mobility profiles, with each one representing the movement of a group of moving objects in an urban environment (see the three colors in Figure 1(b) ). In particular, profile 1 (green) corresponds to movement from type-R to type-W places, profile 2 (blue) corresponds to movement from type-D to type-S places, and profile 3 (red) corresponds to movement from type-H to type-C and then to type-L places; there also exist a few non-grouped movements (black). Let us assume that we need to simulate a realistic daily movement of a large number of moving objects, according to the above scenario. By "realistic" we mean that the simulated trajectories should obey a number of constraints, in terms of movement behavior, road network capacity, and so on Existing generators are inappropriate for such a task. More specifically, they cannot simulate an output of moving objects belonging to various classes (i.e., groups) with different movement behavior, such as speed and agility (e.g., tourists walking in a historical district appear different mobility features from bicyclists going to work); furthermore, they fail to produce moving objects that are constrained to pass through some predetermined types of PoIs at pre-defined temporal periods. Moreover, they have not been designed to follow the generate-byexample paradigm. We argue that such simulated datasets are an important tool for transportation analysis, urban planning, and many more applications.
In Section 7, after we have presented in detail our method and in order to better position it in the literature, we provide a classification of macroscopic simulators with respect to various desirable characteristics.
Regarding our previous work, in Pelekis et al. [2013a] , we demonstrated a preliminary implementation of our generator, which, however, lacks the majority of the features introduced in the current proposal. Finally, in Pelekis et al. [2013b Pelekis et al. [ , 2015 , we introduced the concepts of LifeSteps and TimeLines (variations of episodes and semantic trajectories, respectively) as well as a generic data management framework for such data objects. In this work, we focus on methods for simulating these concepts.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Having presented our motivation informally, we proceed with the formalization of the problem that challenges this research. Actually, we consider two variations: -Challenge 1: simulating realistic semantic-aware network-constrained trajectories (i.e., mobility timelines [Pelekis et al. 2013b [Pelekis et al. , 2015 ) given as input a set of profiles of movement (e.g., the set of three mobility profiles in Figure 1 (d)), and -Challenge 2: simulating the mobility of a large population (e.g., the population of an entire city) given as input a small, though representative-enough, population of real movements (e.g., the set of moving objects in Figure 1 (a)).
We start by providing background knowledge and key definitions that enable the formalization of the two problems (Table I summarizes the definitions of the symbols used in the article).
Since our goal is to simulate network-constrained movement, we first provide assumptions for the underlying road network and its properties. We adopt a common definition: a road network N is represented by a graph G (V, E) consisting of a set of vertices V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } that correspond to geographical locations (x, y) and a set of edges E = {e i,j = (v i , v j ) | v i , v j ∈ V , i ࣔ j}. Since we consider realistic scenarios in an urban environment, each edge belongs to one of a small number of categories (i.e., road types), each of which is associated with a maximum allowed speed and a maximum capacity of the moving objects that it may host at a specific time instance. An additional important source of information is a set of PoIs of the underlying region, whereupon the simulation takes place. Each poi ∈ PoI is a tuple <poi-id, poi-loc, poitags, poi-cat>, where poi-id is the unique identifier of the point of interest, poi-loc is 
a point of interest (a set of points of interest, resp.) (p i , t i ) a 2D point p i (x i , y i ) along with its timestamp t i τ (τ ) a raw trajectory (sub-trajectory, resp.) consisting of a set of pairs (p its location, poi-tags is a set of tags describing its utility (e.g., "café del mar," "Greek tavern Parthenon," etc.), and poi-cat is the category it belongs to (e.g., café, restaurant, etc.). We further assume that the locations of points of interest correspond to vertices of the road network, that is, poi-loc ∈ V . Note that in case there are several points of interest on an edge (i.e., road segment) and we require all of them to be represented distinctly to succeed a fine-tuned level of detail, instead of map-matching them on their nearest vertex, one can add additional intermediate vertices on this edge, thus applying a minor amendment on the road network. The (raw) trajectory τ of a moving object is defined as a tuple <o-id, traj-id, T>, where o-id (traj-id) is the identifier of the moving object (the identifier of the specific trajectory of the moving object, respectively) and T is a 3D polyline consisting of a sequence of |T| pairs (p i , t i ), 0 ≤ i ≤ |T|-1, where p i is a 2D point (x i , y i ) in the plane and t i is a timestamp, assuming linear interpolation between two consecutive pairs (p i , t i ) and (p i+1 , t i+1 ). A (raw) trajectory defined as above can be partitioned into a sequence of (raw) sub-trajectories; formally, a (raw) sub-trajectory τ of a (raw) trajectory τ valid in the interval [t i , t j ], t 0 ≤ t i < t j ≤ t |T|-1 , is defined as a tuple <o-id, traj-id, subtraj-id, T >, where o-id (traj-id, subtraj-id) is the identifier of the moving object (the identifier of the specific trajectory and sub-trajectory of the moving object, respectively) and T is the portion of T between timestamps t i and t j . Since the simulated movement we envision is network constrained, we assume that the 2D points (x i , y i ) that comprise the simulated trajectories of moving objects lie on vertices and/or edges of the road network.
Having the above definitions of (raw) trajectories and sub-trajectories in our hands and following the approach described in Pelekis et al. [2013b] , we define their semantic variants.
Definition 1 (LifeStep). Given a road network G (V, E), a LifeStep ls corresponds to a (raw) sub-trajectory τ of a moving object, which is valid in G and is defined as a tuple <ls-id, ls-flag, MBB, tags, T-link>, where ls-id is the LifeStep identifier, ls-flag is a flag taking values from set {'Move', 'Stop'}, MBB is a tuple <MBR, [t start , t end ]> corresponding to the 3D approximation of τ , with MBR ([t start , t end ]) being the 2D enclosing rectangle of the spatial projection (the 1D interval of the temporal projection, respectively) of τ in 2D plane (1D timeline, respectively), tags is a set of keywords describing the corresponding activities and semantic annotations related to this portion of movement, and T-link is a link to τ .
Examples of tags attribute could be the category of the PoI the object is located at and its activity there (for "Stop" LifeSteps), the type of road and the mode of transportation (for "Move" LifeSteps). Of course, any user-defined tag or annotation could be valid regarding the specific application (consider, e.g., annotations made by users in social network apps).
Definition 2 (Mobility TimeLine). A Mobility TimeLine mtl corresponds to a (raw) trajectory τ of a moving object valid in G, which is defined as a tuple <o-id, mtl-id, T LS >, where o-id (mtl-id) is the identifier of the moving object (the mobility timeline of the moving object, respectively) and T LS is a sequence of LifeSteps belonging to the same trajectory τ and being successive in time, that is, ls i .t end = ls i+1 .t start .
Let us now define the concept of the Mobility Profile that we aim to simulate (recall the example illustrated in Figure 1 ). Since mobility profiles rely on the concept of Generalized LifeStep, we first define Generalized LifeSteps and then proceed with the definition of Mobility Profiles.
Definition 3 (Generalized LifeStep). A Generalized LifeStep (GLS) is defined as a tuple <gls-id, gls-flag, stop-params, move-params>, where gls-id is GLS identifier, gls-flag (could be either "Stop" or "Move") indicates whether GLS corresponds to Stop or Move behavior, and stop-params and move-params are either NULL or valid information that evaluates the parameters of Stop and Move LifeSteps, respectively, in accordance with the value of gls-flag. In detail, stop-params is a tuple <MBB, σ 
Definition 4 (Mobility Profile).
A Mobility Profile mp is defined as a tuple <mp-id, mp-card, S GLS >, where mp-id is the identifier of the profile, mp-card is the cardinality of the trajectories to be simulated, and S GLS is a sequence of Generalized LifeSteps, ordered in time. Furthermore, the starting and ending Generalized LifeStep of the sequence is always of type "Stop," that is, gls-flag = "Stop," while in between two "Stop" Generalized LifeSteps there is always a "Move" Generalized LifeStep.
We are now ready to formulate the two problems that we investigate in this article, informally described as Challenge 1 and Challenge 2 above.
Problem 1 (Profile-driven Simulation of Mobility Timelines). Given a road network
, a set of points of interest PoI ∈ V , and a set of mobility profiles MP, we aim to generate a semantic mobility dataset SMD consisting of mobility timelines compliant with G, also conforming to the specifications posed by MP.
Problem 2 (Dataset-driven Simulation of Mobility Timelines By-example). Given a road network N = G (V, E), a set of points of interest PoI ∈ V , and a semantic mobility dataset SMD consisting of mobility timelines compliant with G, we aim to generate a semantic mobility dataset SMD consisting of mobility timelines compliant with G, which should simulate the behavior of SMD.
In the two sections that follow, we provide our approaches to address Problem 1 and Problem 2, respectively.
PROFILE-DRIVEN SIMULATION OF MOBILITY TIMELINES
In this section, we present Hermoupolis, our proposal for an effective solution to the aforementioned Problem 1. Algorithm 1 listed below formulates the proposed Hermoupolis generator. Hermoupolis input is a set of mobility profiles MP, a road network N = G(V, E), and a set of points of interest PoI. The algorithm returns a set of mobility timelines SMD, each of which follows one of the given mobility profiles.
Initially (line 1), the findPoINodes procedure interrelates the input mobility profiles with the road network. In detail, for each "Stop" GLS in MP, it finds those points of interest in PoI that (a) lie inside GLS.MBR and (b) belong to the GLS.poiCat category. Recall that PoI is map matched; hence, the points of interest found correspond to network vertices (these vertices will be then used to set the origins or the destinations of the moving objects that follow the specified MP). In case no point of interest in PoI is found, then we consider the central node with respect to GLS.MBR as a PoI of that category. Thus, for each "Stop" GLS, it is guaranteed that there exists at least one network node that has been selected. for each mo i in MO end while Then, the createNewMovingObjects procedure is called to initialize a container of moving objects MO based on the given input mobility profiles (line 2). Obviously, the total number of initialized moving objects is equal to the sum of the cardinalities mp j .mp-card of mobility profiles. Each moving object mo i belongs to the class of objects of the corresponding mobility profile mp j it must follow. Thus, mo i is aware of the sequence mp j .S GLS of GeneralizedLifeSteps it should follow. This sequence is used to set the starting network node of mo i by randomly choosing from the set of the network nodes already found from the findPoINodes procedure presented earlier, one of those belonging to the first (always "Stop") GLS. Similarly, it sets a destination network node for every subsequent "Stop" GLS of the sequence (maintained in a destinations list). This way, each mo i has randomly chosen two network nodes to serve as its origin and destination, respectively.
Besides, each mo i maintains some additional attributes, such as the current position (i.e., currentPosition) of the object on the road network. We maintain these variables to calculate the distance made by a moving object so far during an atomic movement (i.e., doneDistance), as well as during a simulation step (i.e., distanceSoFar). When initialized, these variables have the value of (or they are defined with respect to) the starting network node. Moreover, to keep track of the simulated GLS in the GLS sequence, a currentGLS pointer is maintained as well as the time already spent (i.e., timeInsideCurrentGLS) inside the latter. In case currentGLS is "Stop," the time that the moving object stays inside that stop is calculated. Calculation is based on a Gaussian distribution, having the temporal duration of the MBB GLS as mean and σ 2 dur of that "Stop" GLS as variance (recall Definition 3).
Finally, in order to route a moving object from a "Stop" GLS to the next "Stop" GLS, essentially from/to the corresponding selected network nodes, the starting/destination network nodes are updated each time a "Move" GLS is to be simulated. Thus, before the moving object starts its movement, a "route" from the current starting network node to the current destination network node is calculated. The above preparation of a moving object is necessary to monitor and control its movement on the road network, as we explain below.
We proceed with the description of the core part of the Hermoupolis algorithm. After time is initiated (line 3), a while-loop starts and holds until time ends (line 4). At each time step, all moving objects are processed (line 5), which implies that the movement of each moving object is influenced by the other co-existing (spatially and temporally) objects. In case of a "Stop" GLS, the moving object stays inside it until the appropriate time passes; the stayInsideStopGLS procedure (line 8) either leaves the moving object at the same position for the entire "Stop" GLS duration or provides a jerky movement nearby, based on a Gaussian distribution (see definition 3).
The next step in this development is that the current status of the specific moving object is reported (line 9). This happens by reporting all the attributes of a moving object mo i as well as the time instance that these values are valid. Note that it is trivial to extract network-constraint mobility timelines from a relation of such reports. Subsequently, the simulation time that the moving object should spend inside a "Stop" GLS decreases (line 10) and, if the moving object has completed its last "Stop" GLS (line 11), the object is removed from the container (line 13) as its life is ended. Similarly, if the moving object has finished its activity inside the current "Stop" GLS (line 15), it continues to the next GLS (i.e., a "Move" GLS). On the other hand, if the current GLS is a "Move" GLS (line 19), then the object continues its movement on the network (line 20). When all objects have progressed their movement, the simulation time increases to the next time step (line 23).
Movement in Hermoupolis is implemented by extending the Brinkhoff generator [Brinkhoff 2002 ] via the Move algorithm listed in Algorithm 2 below. As already discussed, the Move algorithm updates (moves) the position of the moving object during a simulation step while it reports its status (i.e., position and semantics). Initially, the edge on which the move will take place is taken from the calculated route of the moving object (line 1), the current position of the moving object is stored (line 2), and the remaining time for this movement is taken as the simulation time step value (line 3). (The assigned value 1 means that the maximum distance an object can travel on the edge (to be calculated in line 6) is calculated by the speed of the object. On the other hand, one could make a moving object travel a larger distance during one simulation step by simply giving a larger value to a simulation step. Obviously, this results in smaller overall simulation and less dependence (interaction) between objects' movement.)
The time to cover the edge takes into consideration the maximum speed of the moving object's class as well as the maximum speed corresponding to the current edge (line 4). Based on that, a speed is assigned to the moving object (line 5) and then the maximum distance that can be traveled on edge is calculated (line 6). The movement goes on as long as there is still remaining time (line 7) and the moving object has not reached its current destination (line 21).
In case the moving object was not able to cover the edge (line 8), the traveled distance is stored (line 9), its current position on the edge is found (line 10), the distance traveled from its previous position is also found (line 11), a moving object status is reported (line 12), and execution is returned to the main algorithm (line 14). In the different case where the moving object has covered the edge (line 15), the edge usage is decreased (line 16), the remaining time is updated (line 17) to know if the movement can be continued for the rest of the remaining time, the position of the moving object is also updated to the next node (line 19), and the traveled distance is found (line 20).
Subsequently, the algorithm checks whether the node reached by the moving object is the current destination node, the final destination node, or just a network node towards the current destination node. If it is the final destination node (line 22), then the moving object enters the last GLS ("Stop") at line 24 while its status is reported (line 23) and execution returns to the main algorithm (line 25). On the other hand, where the node reached is an intermediate destination (line 26), its current starting node and destination nodes are updated (line 28) and a new route is calculated (lines 27-29). Then, its status is reported (line 30), the object enters the next GLS (line 31), while the execution goes back to the main algorithm (line 32).
Finally, in case the node reached is not a destination node (line 34), the moving object's status is reported (line 35), the next edge from the route is taken (line 36), the usage of this edge is increased (line 37), and some required calculations initialize the next loop (lines 38-41), like the ones done before entering the main loop.
Running example 1: To demonstrate Hermoupolis, we present a simple mobility scenario consisting of three mobility profiles, each of which represents the movement of a group of moving objects for half a day in the city of Athens, Greece. The mobility pattern of all profiles is that the objects start from a place and then move to an intermediate place and end up at another place. This is depicted in Figure 1 (a) (extracted from Hermoupolis GUI), which illustrates the three profiles (in different colors). The number of objects to be produced for each profile is set to 5 objects for (green) profile 1, 10 objects for (blue) profile 2, and 10 objects for (orange) profile 3. The boxes in Figure 1 correspond to the MBR of the "Stop" Generalized LifeSteps, namely the region wherein the "Stop" Lifesteps will take place, while the arrows represent the "Move" Generalized LifeSteps and implicitly the direction of movement. The width of the line is proportional to the cardinality of the profile. In total, this scenario is composed of a set of 9 "Stop" and 6 "Move" Generalized LifeSteps, while it generates 25 (=5 + 10 + 10) mobility timelines as requested, each consisting of 3 "Stop" and 2 "Move" LifeSteps. The spatial projection of this simulated SMD is illustrated in Figure 1(b) .
DATASET-DRIVEN SIMULATION OF MOBILITY TIMELINES (BY-EXAMPLE)
In this section, we propose a solution for Problem 2 presented in Section 2: that of simulating realistic mobility timelines by given as input a real SMD (i.e., the simulation goal).
In order to solve this challenging problem, we invest on the solution provided for Problem 1 and presented in Section 4. A naïve solution would create a degenerated mobility profile for each timeline in the real SMD and then simulate it with the Hermoupolis algorithm. Although such a solution would be highly accurate (in terms of report(mo, doneDistance/speed) reproducing the input), it is not desirable, as it suffers from the obvious over-fitting effect. Moreover, it would not capture the collective patterns (i.e., mobility profiles) that are hidden inside the SMD, and, thus, it would not be able to realistically simulate the mobility of a region at cases not anticipated by the given representative SMD. For instance, let us consider the case where we aim to simulate the mobility of a city of one million citizens, while we have in hand a sample SMD consisting of one thousand timelines. Assuming that the given SMD is considered representative of the mobility of the city, there is no trivial way to extrapolate the knowledge hidden in the input SMD without first discovering the mobility profiles inside it. Thus, what we propose for addressing Problem 2 is to first identify the mobility profiles that are hidden in the given SMD and then generate output by simulating the discovered profiles. Mobility profile extraction is a quite challenging problem per se and we propose addressing it by using a clustering methodology based on a distance function that quantifies the (dis-)similarity between timelines.
In the following paragraphs, we present the components that make our solution. In detail, in Section 5.1, we present a clustering method that is able to discover groups of timelines, namely spatio-temporal-textual sequences. Note that a group of timelines corresponds to a mobility profile, but it cannot be straightforwardly transformed to a mobility profile. The required generalization process that is also depicted in Figure 1 should take place before the actual simulation is applied. Then, in Section 5.2, we present how all the above discussion fits into a single algorithm (i.e., Hermoupolis by-example ) that, we argue, provides an effective solution to Problem 2.
Clustering Semantic Mobility Timelines
Clustering semantic mobility timelines implies partitioning of an SMD into clusters (groups) so each cluster contains similar timelines according to a distance measure. The majority of clustering literature has mostly focused on clustering of point data; however, well-known clustering algorithms (for instance, k-means) cannot be directly applied to timelines. Although transforming timelines to vectors in a multi-dimensional space can overpass this problem, the problem of dimensionality curse arises, as timelines will be probably transformed to high-dimensional objects. Therefore, we follow the idea of measuring the similarity between two timelines and passing this information to an effective clustering algorithm. This approach has been shown to be an attractive solution and has been utilized as the means to cluster raw trajectories [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006; . Two timelines can be considered similar in a number of different ways; they may fully or partly coincide in space or have common start and/or endpoints/stops; they may be fully or partly synchronous, or they may be disjoint in time but with similar behavior (same activities as these are represented by their textual description, etc.). It depends on the application and goal of analysis which of these respects are relevant. The idea of defining a similarity function and using it to group trajectories has also been utilized in density-based clustering, which has been shown to be robust and effective. Following the T-OPTICS approach [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006] , in this section, we propose a novel distance metric modeling the dis-similarity between two mobility timelines, which, in turn, is based on a metric between two LifeSteps. Thus, the resulting clustering algorithm, called SemT-OPTICS, can be applied to both timelines and LifeSteps by selecting the appropriate metric. This is quite useful, as global timeline clustering (i.e., the grouping takes into account the whole spatio-temporal-textual sequences of the timelines) may sometimes result in a misleading outcome, as in the case of partial membership of objects to several clusters. As the SemT-OPTICS algorithm is driven by the OPTICS method [Ankerst et al. 1999] , it is tuned by the same parameters, namely minPts, describing the number of elements required to form a cluster and eps describing the maximum distance (radius) to consider for a sufficiently dense cluster, and its outcome is also a reachability plot, on which we automatically extract clusters and outliers using the ξ -clustering method originally proposed in Ankerst et al. [1999] .
Let us now present our metrics. Recall that a mobility timeline is a sequence of LifeSteps, and each LifeStep can be abstracted as a pair of values (θ , κ), where θ is a spatio-temporal value that provides an approximation of a portion of the movement of the user (i.e., an MBB), and κ provides a corresponding textual description (i.e., as a set of keywords) giving semantics to θ . The key observation is that such a metric can be decomposed into two parts, one measuring the distance of the spatio-temporal components and another measuring the distance of the textual components. In order to measure distance D MT between two mobility timelines, we propose an appropriate modification of ERP distance [Chen and Ng 2004] . Among several proposals in the literature, we chose to modify ERP, given that the Euclidean distance has poor performance at the presence of noise and local time shift, while LCSS [Vlachos et al. 2002] , DTW [Yi et al. 1998 ], and EDR [Chen et al. 2005] do not satisfy the metric space properties. Below, inspired from approaches presented in Wu et al. [2012] and Shang et al. [2012] , we give the definition of the distance between two LifeSteps D LS that is the building element of the D MT definition. Note that D LS should be defined in such a way that it results in an intuitive measure for all possible pairs of LifeSteps' types (i.e., (STOP, STOP), (STOP, MOVE), (MOVE, MOVE)), while it should take into account that STOP and MOVE LifeSteps may have very diverse sizes.
Definition 5 (D LS
. Given two LifeSteps ls i and ls j , their distance D LS (ls i , ls j ) is defined by using the following monotone, ranking function with respect to distance proximity of their MBBs dist θ , and text relevancy of their sets of keywords dist κ :
where the distance proximity of the spatio-temporal components dist θ exploits the extent of the union and intersection of the MBBs in each of the three dimensions/axes (e.g., mbb x (ls i ∪ ls j ) is the extent of the union of the MBBs of ls i and ls j along the x-axis), while maxdist x (SMD) is the extent of the database in the x-dimension that acts as a normalization factor. The textual distance dist κ is measured by Jaccard distance. w d may be used to weight each of the the three dimensions composing the spatio-temporal component, while λ ∈ [0, 1] is used to tune the relative importance between the two components. Note that in order to quantify the textual distance, the set of keywords κ is transformed to a vector of weights, where each keyword corresponds to a weight. Each such weight can be either a binary value depicting the presence (or not) of the keyword in the tags' list, or it may be calculated by TF-IDF [Salton and Buckley 1988] 
where R (mti) denotes the remaining LifeSteps of mt i after removing the first LifeStep of the i-th timeline ls i,1 , and gap is a virtual LifeStep whose MBB has a minimal extent around the origin of the MBB of the entire dataset, while its textual component κ corresponds to the zero vector. The value of the gap element is given in a way similar to that of Chen et al. [2005] , where it was determined as the first value of the time scale for the time series (i.e., typically gap = 0). Next we present Lemma 1, required by Theorem 1 that proves that D MT is a metric.
LEMMA 1. For any three LifeSteps ls q , ls i , ls j , any of which may be a gap LifeStep, it is always true that:
PROOF. The proof is straightforward given that both terms in Equation (1) (i.e., dist θ and dist κ ) satisfy the triangular inequality (actually, both terms are metrics), as both are based on the inclusion/exclusion property of sets. Their combination by a linear function retains the triangular inequality property.
THEOREM 1. The distance measure D MT between mt i and mt j is a metric.
PROOF. It is straightforward that the isolation and symmetry properties hold for D MT . Due to Lemma 1, as has been proven in Waterman et al. [1976] , the triangular inequality property also holds for D MT .
Running example 2:
In the following paragraphs, we provide a running example that demonstrates the effectiveness of the SemT-OPTICS algorithm in clustering mobility timelines as well as LifeSteps. The discussion continues running example 1, which presented a "toy" dataset of mobility timelines on which we apply the proposed clustering algorithm. To facilitate the presentation, the generated timelines that belong to profile (i.e., cluster) 1 have identifiers (ids) 0 to 4, those that belong to profile 2 have ids 5 to 14, and those that belong to profile 3 have ids 15 to 24. Note that by applying a legacy algorithm that would try to first cluster the sequences operating only on the spatio-temporal-domain and then to refine the results by operating on the textual domain (or the other way around) would fail to discover the implied clusters, and this is an important contribution of the SemT-OPTICS algorithm.
We first apply SemT-OPTICS by using a D MT distance function, implying that the clustering is applied on the mobility timelines. We also set λ = 0.5 to operate equally on the spatio-temporal and the textual domain, while we set w d = 1/3, d = 1, 2, 3, thus assigning equal weight to each of the x-, y-, and t-dimensions. Furthermore, we set the radius of the "neighborhood" of an object, eps = 10 (a value larger than the greatest distance between any pair of timelines), and the minimum acceptable number of objects in order for a cluster to be formed MinPts = 4 (recall that the cardinalities of the profiles are 5, 10, and 10, respectively). The resulting reachability plot is depicted in Figure 2(a) , where the horizontal axis presents the ordering of the objects (i.e., the pair of object and timeline ids, which in our case coincide), while objects appearing with no value actually correspond to infinity. To automatically extract clusters we use the ξ -cluster definition [Ankerst et al. 1999] , thus avoiding in specifying a "proper" value for ε (clustering distance), which is not trivial at all. From the reachability plot, it is obvious that the mobility timeline with id = 14 is quite "away" from object no. 2 and its predecessors, while the same stands also for object no. 17 with respect to object no. 8. In the plot, we also draw the steep-down areas and the steep-up areas with red arrows. The ξ -cluster extraction process extracted three clusters while we set ξ = 0.01. By tuning the ξ parameter from 0.01 to 0.9 and keeping MinPts = 4, we always got exactly the same plots (i.e., clusters). Given that the distances between objects present a maximum value of 2.44 (with an average of 1.54), the algorithm clusters the dataset very effectively. By decreasing MinPts, we get a more jagged reachability plot, while, by increasing it, we result in smoother reachability plots. As in this case and because in order to form clusters more objects are required, it is reasonable to face an increasing number of objects considered as noise.
In order to show the advantage of SemT-OPTICS w.r.t. state-of-the-art trajectory clustering algorithms, we also apply T-OPTICS [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006] in the "toy" dataset. T-OPTICS is applicable in raw trajectories by making use of a spatiotemporal distance function [Nanni and Pedreschi 2006] . Thus, in the case where the raw trajectories that result in the corresponding semantic-aware TimeLines (with the use of a semantic enrichment process [Parent et al. 2013] ) are not available, a conversion from the latter to raw trajectories should be applied before. For this to succeed, for each TimeLine we get its LifeSteps in time order, and then for each MBB we find its center (in all x-, y-, t-dimensions). Thus, for each LifeStep, a corresponding 3D point is found. These points constitute the raw trajectory corresponding to the TimeLine. In Figure 2(b) , we present the reachability plot of T-OPTICS by using the same eps, MinPts, and ξ parameters as in Figure 2(a) . From the plot, it is obvious that T-OPTICS discovered two clusters, being unable to separate the two groups of objects (i.e., see the green and blue trajectories in the lower part of Figure 1 ). The reason is that these two groups are quite close spatio-temporally in contrast to the third group (i.e., see the orange trajectories in Figure 1 ) and thus T-OPTICS groups them in the same cluster. Of course, in our case we also have the initial raw trajectories. The application of T-OPTICS also in these raw trajectories gave a similar result.
As already mentioned, SemT-OPTICS can also be used to cluster LifeSteps. In Figure 3(a) , we depict the result of the application of the algorithm to the set of LifeSteps by using the D LS distance function, while we set eps = 1, MinPts = 4, and ξ in (0, 0.3). The rest of the parameters are the same as above. The horizontal axis represents LifeStep ids, more precisely triplets of <object, timeline, LifeStep id>, providing even ids to "Stop" LifeSteps and odd ids to "Move" LifeSteps. (Note that not all triplets can be made visible.) The reachability plot illustrated in this figure shows 15 clusters. Based on the ids, one can easily see that the first cluster holds the starting "Stop" LifeSteps of profile 3, and the second cluster holds the starting "Stop" LifeSteps of profile 2, and in the third cluster we have the starting "Stop" LifeSteps of profile 1. Then, the fourth, fifth and sixth clusters consist of the first "Stop" LifeSteps of objects belonging to profile 2, profile 1, and profile 3, respectively. Next, we have 3 clusters for the second "Stop" LifeSteps of objects belonging to profiles 1, 2, and 3, respectively. From the 10th cluster onward, we note similar results for "Move" LifeSteps. Thus, we are able to get 5 clusters for each profile, which is the same as the number of LifeSteps in each profile. Again, the ξ -cluster method results in the correct outcome, thus observing very good discrimination between such spatio-temporal-textual objects.
Next, we apply the same experiment as above but this time only over the set of the 75 "Stop" LifeSteps of the dataset. The resulting reachability plot, illustrated in Figure 3 (b), clearly depicts that there are nine clusters that correspond to the number of the generalized "Stop" LifeSteps of the three profiles.
In order to further point the differences between SemT-OPTICS and T-OPTICS in clustering LifeSteps (instead of whole TimeLines), we focused on "Move" LifeSteps, as it is the kind of object that T-OPTICS can naturally cluster. In detail, we take the "Move" LifeSteps of the first generalized "Move" LifeSteps of the "toy" dataset (i.e., the movements in the lower and right parts of Figure 1 ), and we extract the corresponding raw sub-trajectories (see Definition 1). From the sub-trajectories, we keep the first and last points, resulting in simplified trajectories. We apply T-OPTICS to these simplified trajectories by using the same parameters as previously. As expected, we notice that T-OPTICS is unable to separate the two lower groups of "Moves" as they move very close to each other (Figure 4(b) ), while SemT-OPTICS distinguishes the three clusters (Figure 4(a) ). Then, we repeat the same experiment with "Move" LifeSteps of the second Generalized "Move" LifeSteps of the "toy" dataset (i.e., the movements in the upper part of Figure 1 ), where we expect even worse behavior by T-OPTICS as now all LifeSteps moving very close to each other. In this case, SemT-OPTICS identifies three clusters (Figure 4(c) ), while T-OPTICS found two clusters though we expected to find only one (Figure 4(d) ) and few noisy objects. Moreover, we notice that the assignment of objects to clusters makes no sense, as objects coming from various profiles are incorrectly assigned to the first and second clusters.
The Hermoupolis by-example Algorithm
In this section, we propose Hermoupolis by-example , our method for addressing Problem 2 defined in Section 3. Algorithm 3 is the main algorithm; it gets as input a set of mobility timelines, a road network, and a set of points of interest and returns as output a set of network-constraint mobility timelines, following the (spatio-temporal-textual) behavior of those given as input. From an abstract point of view, Hermoupolis by-example is a four-step algorithm (recall Figure 1 , which actually visualizes the result of each step). Below, we describe each of these steps in detail.
The algorithm starts (line 1, Step 1) by applying SemT-OPTICS on the mobility timelines considering the whole sequence of their LifeSteps, namely both the "Stop" and the "Move" LifeSteps. Note the use of the D MT distance function as a parameter of the clustering algorithm (implying clustering of mobility timelines instead of clustering LifeSteps), which further sets the λ parameter to 0.5 (i.e., the distance function operates on the spatio-temporal-textual domain), while the w d parameter is set to 1/3 (i.e., assigning equal importance to each of the domains). Intuitively, this step discovers global patterns, namely groups of similar spatio-temporal-textual sequences that need to be transformed to compact mobility profiles.
Subsequently, the algorithm iterates through the discovered clusters (line 2) and, for each of them, it computes a mobility profile (lines 2-11). This corresponds to the clusters' generalization phase (Step 2). This is succeeded by first leaving out of the process the "Move" LifeSteps of the timelines belonging to each cluster, thus operating only to "Stop" LifeSteps, which present higher spatial selectivity due to their smaller spatial variance. The idea is to discover pure groups of LifeSteps, that is, objects that (i) share the same tags and (ii) are spatio-temporally as close as possible to form a corresponding generalized "Stop" LifeStep. Then, we will use the temporal information and the "Move" LifeSteps to derive a mobility profile from them.
More specifically, the algorithm first produces a set of "Stop" LifeSteps (line 3), which are then clustered (line 4). Note that this time we use the D LS distance function as a parameter of the clustering algorithm (implying clustering of LifeSteps instead of clustering mobility timelines), which operates only on the textual domain assigning equal weights to each of them. This actually discovers groups of LifeSteps having the same tags, coined StopCategories (line 4), for example, StopCategory 1: <"jogging in park", "having fun">, StopCategory 2: <"stacked in a traffic jam", "going to work">. Then, for the LifeSteps in each of these StopCategories, we apply spatio-temporal clustering, and we put all the resulting clusters into the set LSC (lines 5-8).
Then, the algorithm proceeds by producing the actual computation of the mobility profile mp by operating on the clustered set of the "Stop" LifeSteps (line 9). Each profile is accumulated to a set of profiles MP (line 10). This computation, performed by the MobilityProfiler algorithm (Algorithm 4 listed above), is not trivial at all. Before presenting the details of the algorithm, note that the timelines that could not be clustered, namely the set of outliers O (line 1) as well as "Stop" LifeSteps of a cluster C i of timelines that could not be clustered (line 4 and line 6), are left out of the whole process of the simulation.
The MobilityProfiler algorithm uses as input the clustered set of the "Stop" LifeSteps LSC as well as the corresponding timelines wherefrom the "Stop" LifeSteps were extracted. After some initialization (line 1), the algorithm proceeds by sorting the clusters of "Stop" LifeSteps with respect to the starting times of the LifeSteps (line 2). Subsequently, the algorithm iterates through the ordered clusters (line 3) and produces a generalized LifeStep, that is, "Stop" GLS, for the corresponding set of "Stop" LifeSteps that compose the cluster. Actually, at each iteration (except the first one, lines 5-7), it produces both a "Stop" GLS, from the current "Stop" LifeSteps, as well as a "Move" GLS, from the common "Move" LifeSteps that exist before the currently investigated set of "Stop" LifeSteps and after the previously investigated set of "Stop" LifeSteps (lines 9-19). This occurs in order to produce more compact "Move" GLS and in order to bypass the phenomenon demonstrated in Figure 5 . In particular, in Figure 5 (a), we show the set of "Stop" LifeSteps after having removed the "Move" LifeSteps of the corresponding TimeLines, shown in Figure 5(b) , where the "Move" LifeSteps are depicted as directed segments. In Figure 5 (c), we show that the clustering process on the "Stop" LifeSteps have found two clusters, depicted as rectangles. Thus, assuming that the currently investigated set of "Stop" LifeSteps (i.e., cluster) is the one of the upper right rectangle, the MobilityProfiler algorithm only uses the "Move" LifeSteps illustrated as dashed segments to produce a "Move" GLS.
Other than the previously described process, the generalization process is performed by the LifeStepGeneralizer algorithm (Algorithm 5), which identifies the MBB of the GLS from the MBB of the corresponding LifeSteps, depending on the type of the GLS (passed as a flag to the algorithm), and computes the required statistical measures that define the GLS. At this point (line 11, Steps 1 and 2), the Hermoupolis by-example algorithm has computed the set of mobility profiles MP that could be forwarded to Hermoupolis to simulate them (Step 4). However, before doing that, we proceed with an intermediate step ( Step 3) that partitions the discovered mobility profiles into equivalence classes with respect to their spatio-temporal properties. The idea is, instead of performing a single simulation of all profiles, to split them into groups that can be simulated in parallel, thus speeding up the simulation task. This makes sense only if the different simulations are not spatio-temporally overlapping, meaning that one cannot affect the other, which obviously is the case only when the spatio-temporal properties of the profiles are disjoint. return GLS To succeed this partitioning task, we choose to cluster the profiles only with respect to their spatio-temporal properties (i.e., we ignore their textual information and the statistical measures). More specifically, we first transform the mobility profiles to timelines (Line 8) and then apply the SemT-OPTICS clustering algorithm (Line 9), which, this time, is parameterized with the D MT distance function (implying clustering of mobility timelines instead of clustering LifeSteps), while we set λ = 1 (i.e., the distance function operates on the spatio-temporal domain only) and w d = 1/3, d = 1, 2, 3.
The transformation of each mobility profile to a mobility timeline is necessary for the SemT-OPTICS algorithm to be applicable, and this is performed for all profiles by the AntiMobilityProfiler function. This function trivially transforms each generalized LifeStep to a corresponding LifeStep by leaving the tags and the T-link properties of the LifeStep empty (see Definition 1), as these are of no use during the forthcoming clustering process. It also guarantees the sequential properties of the mobility timelines when linking the corresponding LifeSteps (see Definition 2).
The outcome of this process is the so-called Generalized Semantic Mobility Database (GSMD) (line 12), which is partitioned to a set of equivalence classes EqCl (line 13). Finally, for each equivalence class EqCl i , the algorithm invokes the Hermoupolis generator, passing as input the set of mobility profiles MP i that correspond to EqCl i (lines 14-16).
Running example 3:
In the following, we provide a running example that demonstrates the effectiveness of Hermoupolis by-example algorithm in simulating a set of mobility timelines, continuing running examples 1 and 2. The goal is to give as input to Hermoupolis by-example the simple dataset used there and pretend that this is a real SMD that we would like to simulate. Following this line, the first step of the Hermoupolis by-example algorithm corresponds to the first application of the SemT-OPTICS algorithm (as demonstrated in running example 2). In Figure 6 (a), we show in different colors the discovered clusters of mobility timelines. In Figures 7(b) and 7(c) , we illustrate the result of the application of the SemT-OPTICS to the "Stop" LifeSteps (i.e., the MBRs that contain all the "Stop" LifeSteps that belong to a cluster) and the outcome of the second step of the algorithm (i.e., the discovered mobility profiles), respectively. The third step of the methodology is not depicted, as the attempt to partition profiles in equivalence classes turned out to a single class (a reasonable event since the profiles are highly overlapping). Thus, Hermoupolis is applied only once for the three profiles of Figure 7 (c), which is very similar (at least its 2D visual projection) with the mobility scenario from which the overall simulation started (see Figure 2) . The result of the simulation is illustrated in Figure 7 (d), which is again very similar to mobility timelines from which we started this by-example simulation (compare Figure 2 (b) with Figure 7(d) ).
VALIDATION STUDY
In this section, we present our validation study on various aspects of our proposal. More specifically, in Section 6.1, we provide the experimental settings (datasets, etc.). In Section 6.2, we study the quality of SemT-OPTICS in terms of effective clustering and that of Hermoupolis by-example in terms of effective simulation. In Section 6.3, we present results over the performance of the proposed Hermoupolis, SemT-OPTICS, and Hermoupolis by-example algorithms. We have developed all the proposed algorithms in the Java 1.8 programming language. (It is important to note that the starting point of the Hermoupolis software is the Brinkhoff generator [Brinkhoff 2002 ], which has been radically extended in order to provide the above functionality.) All experiments that follow run in a Windows 8 (64bit) PC with an i7 Q740 processor and 8GB of RAM. All datasets (the previously discussed "toy" dataset and the ones that follow), the road network and set of PoI, as well as the source code of the proposed algorithms are available at the following URL: http://infolab.cs.unipi.gr/hermoupolis.
Datasets and Experimental Settings
The road network and the corresponding PoIs were extracted from OpenStreetMap (OSM) and correspond to a large region of Attica around the city of Athens, Greece. The road network has passed from a connected component process to ensure reachability between every pair of nodes. The result of this process is a network of 36 613 lines, which correspond to 161 066 nodes and 204 854 segments. The MBR of the network (in meters) is [x min , y min , x max , y max ] = [460931, 4183391, 493244, 4221777] . The PoI set was extracted from the above area and includes 18 437 points of interest. Because of the limited number and variations of categories we used the "null" category as joker fitting any category and the "crossing" category as "Home" and "Work" places.
The semantic trajectory datasets we use are synthetic datasets generated by Hermoupolis. The choice is dictated from the lack of real datasets and, more specifically, from the lack of ground truth that can evaluate the proposed clustering algorithm and the Hermoupolis by-example simulation methodology. All datasets are products of a base mobility scenario that is composed of four mobility profiles of objects moving in the area of Athens. Each profile follows a generic daily pattern of the form: [HOME > * > HOME > * > HOME] where wildcard ' * ' may refer to one or more locations. The first two profiles could be considered as working adults, while the next two as young students. The lifespan of these profiles cover an entire week, that is, [t min , t max ] = [2013-11-10:00:00:00, 2013-11-17:00:00:00] . In total, the number of generalized "Stop" ("Move") LifeSteps is 117 (113, respectively), and the average duration of LifeSteps (in minutes) is 310 for "Stop" and 39 for "Move" LifeSteps, respectively. In order to have an overview of this complex scenario, in Figure 8 , we present the MBR of the generalized "Stop" LifeSteps of the four mobility profiles, and the corresponding generalized "Move" LifeSteps as directed segments, in different colors. The above base scenario, ,636,196 ∼ 4,330,190 coined 7d4p (meaning 7 days, 4 profiles), is broken into various simulation scenarios with shorter lifespans and into scenarios with fewer mobility profiles in each of them. The number of TimeLines varies from 50 to 100K, covering the needs of different experiments. A summary of the mobility scenarios used is provided in Table II .
Quality Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the quality of our proposals, namely the SemT-OPTICS clustering algorithm and the Hermoupolis by-example simulation algorithm. First, we evaluate SemT-OPTICS according to well-known cluster validation metrics, such as FMeasure, GMeasure, RandIndex, and QMeasure [Lee et al. 2007] , which is a specialized metric for density-based algorithms. QMeasure is defined as the Sum of Square Errors of the timelines belonging to profiles, plus the noise penalty due to the outliers:
where x, y, z, and w denote mobility timelines and dist is the distance between two mobility timelines as defined in Equation (4). To study how QMeasure and FMeasure change for various scenarios' durations and number of profiles, in Figure 9 we plot these measures by fixing the SemT-OPTICS parameters as follows: {eps = Ý, minPts = 10, ξ = 0,01, λ = 0.5, w d = 1/3} and the number of TimeLines to 1000. We note that QMeasure is increasing linearly, which is expected as its formula (Equation (5)) is additive. It also turns out that the clustering result is "stable," that is, the corresponding profiles are found. In a different case, the QMeasure should present a super-linear or even quadratic behavior. The latter is also shown in FMeasure plots, which show an almost perfect clustering with respect to which mobility profile each timeline belongs to.
Next, we compare Sem-TOPTICS with T-OPTICS by following the strategy introduced in Running example 2 earlier. In Figure 10 (a), we evaluate the clustering quality of both algorithms by scaling the number of TimeLines, while in Figure 10 (b) we evaluate them w.r.t. different number of clusters (i.e., profiles). We note that SemT-OPTICS can distinguish clusters in all cases more effectively than T-OPTICS. The latter only succeeds to identify the ground truth in the case where there is only one cluster. This is reasonable as, in this case, all TimeLines follow a single spatio-temporal pattern and there is not another overlapping spatio-temporal cluster with different semantics to fail. In other words, the limited success of T-OPTICS is only because some TimeLines belonging to different profiles differ in some extent in the space-time (thus they can be separated), while its failure is because other TimeLines belonging to different profiles that co-move in the same space-time have different semantics. We made similar experiments trying to cluster "Stop" or "Moves" LifeSteps (instead of TimeLines) and the conclusions were the same.
Subsequently, we use "7d4p" dataset with 50 timelines equally distributed in the four profiles. We cluster the dataset for various input parameters of minPts and ξ . Figure 11 shows the resulting curves of these measures. From this figure, one can conclude which is the best minPts value to be used in the Sem-TOPTICS algorithm. All measures demonstrate that for the specified dataset the best value that produces qualitative clustering results is minPts = 10.
In order to quantify the quality of our solution to Problem 2, we reiterate that the difference between the initial and the simulated sets of mobility timelines, SMD and SMD , respectively, should be minimal. To quantify this difference, we model our problem as an instantiation of the assignment problem, that is, to find a maximum cardinality matching of minimum weight perfect matching in a weighted bipartite graph [Kuhn 1955 ]. In our case, the two disjoint partite sets that consist of the bipartite graph are the SMD and SMD sets of timelines, while the weight function is our proposed distance function. Among the various options to solve the assignment problem, we use the Hungarian algorithm [Kuhn 1955 ]. In the following experiment, the initial SMD used is extracted from "1d4p" mobility scenario for various number of TimeLines. Parameters of Sem-TOPTICS used in Hermoupolis by-example are set as follows: eps = Ý, minPts = 10, ξ = 0,01, λ and w as in Algorithm 3. Figure 12 presents the boxplot of the assignment cost per LifeStep, as this is computed by the warping paths of the matched TimeLines of each SMD. Recalling that the distance function between two LifeSteps fluctuates in [0, 1], we conclude that the SMD's are simulated very effectively, while the number of the simulated TimeLines does not affect the effectiveness of the approach.
Performance Study
In this section, we conduct experiments concerning the processing time required by the Hermoupolis generator to produce its output for different inputs. In Figure 13(a) , we keep the number of profiles constant (i.e., four profiles per scenario) and measure the processing time for an increasing number of days (i.e., lifespan of simulated objects). The average number of LifeSteps varies from 9 (for the 1 day simulation) to 53 (for the 7 days simulation). On the other hand, in Figure 13 (b), we consider the 7-days scenario consisting of different number of profiles (1 to 4), and we measure the processing time as the number of TimeLines increases. It is obvious that the processing time of Hermoupolis is linear with both parameters (i.e., lifespan of simulated objects and number of simulated timelines).
To measure the performance of the clustering algorithm SemT-OPTICS, we conducted experiments using some of the above scenarios. In Figures 14(a) and (b), we used the scenario "7d4p" with increasing lifespan (by fixing the number of TimeLines to 1K) and increasing number of TimeLines (by fixing the lifespan in 7 days), respectively; the clustering parameters were as follows: eps = Ý, minPts = 10, ξ = 0,01, λ = 0.5, w d = 1/3. What we face is a super-linear behavior, which essentially follows that of OPTICS (and T-OPTICS). For really large datasets, such behavior may cause a bottleneck in processing.
Regarding the Hermoupolis by-example algorithm, we measured its processing time over mobility scenario "1d4p" by increasing the number of TimeLines. The results are presented in Figure 15 in a stacked plot, where each step of the algorithm accumulates to the whole performance of the algorithm. As expected, the aforementioned behavior of SemT-OPTICS appears clearly also in this experiment.
In the previous experiment, we did not illustrate the processing time of the fourth step, that is, the execution of the core Hermoupolis generator. This was, on the one hand, because the performance of this step was presented in detail earlier and, on the other hand, because different runs can be parallelized if there is no spatio-temporal overlap among them, as already discussed (see line 13 of Algorithm 3). As such, to conclude our validation study, we executed simulations in sequential vs. parallel mode in order to measure the gain by parallelizing Hermoupolis runs. In Figure 16 , scenario "1d4p" is executed, on the one hand, 3 times in serial, while, on the other hand, the three mobility scenarios are executed in parallel (in multiple instances of Hermoupolis).
DISCUSSION
In this section, we highlight the merits of Hermoupolis by demonstrating how Hermoupolis may simulate various mobility scenarios that are applicable to different domains and application areas (Section 7.1), while we also provide a classification of macroscopic simulators with respect to various desirable characteristics (Section 7.2); thus, we better position Hermoupolis in the related literature.
For validation purposes, in the previous section we used a dataset that simulated movement of specific user profiles in Athens, Greece, during a week. We argue that simulating such datasets, researchers working on semantic trajectory data management (reconstruction, processing, etc.) find support in the empirical evaluation of their proposals. In this section, we present two case studies that highlight Hermoupolis functionality and its usefulness in simulating various mobility scenarios. They can be considered representative of the purposes the generator has been developed for:
-case study I, titled "a big event in Athens," aims at the transportation research field and makes use of the expressive power of the generator in simulating real-world cases; -case study II, titled "collective mobility behavior in Athens," is in support of researchers in the mobility data-mining domain seeking to simulate various wellknown mobility patterns for datasets.
Case Study I: "a big event in Athens." Hermoupolis can be utilized to simulate the traffic flow of an entire city for large periods of time and the behavioral analysis of people living in an urban environment wherein they perform their daily activities. Under this setting, we present a scenario that simulates a big event (e.g., a concert or a football game) that takes place at Athens Olympic stadium, where thousands of people from the metropolitan area are rushing to attend. In detail, in this scenario, people from different areas should have different starting times in order to reach the place of the event on time (one who lives very close to the stadium could safely leave home a few minutes earlier than the starting time, opposed to one who lives in a distant suburb and perhaps needs 1 hour or more to get there). This characteristic makes mandatory the creation of several mobility profiles with different starting times depending on their proximity to the place of the event. In our example, we create 17 ( = 8 + 7 + 1 + 1) profiles of people starting their way to Athens Olympic stadium 30 min (8 profiles; those living nearby), 60 min (7 profiles; those living in areas adjacent to the former), 75 min (1 profile; those living east), or 90 min (1 profile; those living south) earlier than the event. Figure 17 illustrates the starting/destination places of those profiles (top figure) as well as a sample of the output of Hermoupolis simulator (bottom figure) . The outcome of such an analysis could assist in effective urban planning and decision making, thus having a great impact in the improvement of our everyday life. Case Study II: "collective mobility behavior in Athens." A unique feature of Hermoupolis is the ability to produce moving objects that follow a variety of mobility patterns. Consider, for instance, Figure 18 (a), which illustrates a mobility pattern consisting of four overlapping abstract Stops (depicted as rectangles) and three abstract Moves (depicted as arrows); it is evident that such movement simulates a flock [Gudmundsson et al. 2007; Laube et al. 2005] or convoy [Jeung et al. 2008 ] mobility pattern. Another example is demonstrated in Figure 18 (b), where two mobility patterns are illustrated; the green one contains six abstract Stops and five abstract Moves whereas the turquoise one contains five abstract Stops and four abstract Moves. Both profiles include Stops with varying spatial extent and varying speeds and agility. By imposing the two profiles to meet at two specific regions, we can simulate trajectories following a swarm pattern [Li et al. 2010 ].
A Classification of Macroscopic Simulators
After having presented Hermoupolis and the alternative various proposals that can be found in the literature, we discuss various interesting characteristics that are desirable in the context of the current work. Such characteristics, some of which are already provided by the already-discussed generators in Section 2, include the following:
(i) Mobility features. The generator should take as input various movement features, such as speed, agility, direction and so on, which should be inherited as properties to the simulated moving objects. (ii) Groups' behavior. More interestingly than setting global mobility features it is preferable to be able to simulate concurrently various classes (i.e., groups) of moving objects (e.g., tourists walking in a historical district have different mobility features from bicyclists going to work), each one with its own mobility features. (iii) Obstacles avoidance. Another important feature is whether the simulated moving objects can avoid obstacles (i.e., spatial regions where no movement can take place) given as input. (iv) Objects interaction. The ability of the generated objects to interact and affect each other's movement. (v) Network-based. Another feature is whether the simulated objects move freely in space or they are constrained by an underlying network. Moreover, when movement is constrained to a network it should also take into account supplementary attributes of the network, such as its capacity and the maximum allowable speed. (vi) Pattern-aware. Generators should be in position to produce moving objects that are constrained to pass through some predetermined points or regions of interest, as such simulating spatial patterns. More interestingly, the latter should be able to take place at pre-defined temporal periods. (vii) Stop generation. Objects should be able to stop for pre-defined durations and during pre-defined temporal periods (pre-defined does not mean static but defined with respect to a corresponding distribution). (viii) Long time generation. An interesting feature is the long time generation of data.
This can be very useful in cases when the goal is to simulate the behavior of, for example, a group of tourists during a week or a flock of animals for a month. (ix) Generation by-example. The generation by-example is the feature in which the generator takes as input a set of real trajectories and tries to generate moving objects that conform to mobility patterns similar to those present in the trajectories given as input. (x) Additional data. Additionally, the ability of a generator to make use of additional data such as land use, POIs (i.e., points of interest), demographic data, and so on, is an important characteristic since it can lead to more realistic datasets. (xi) Activities/Semantics. Generators should be able to create objects that are enriched with information about the activity performed by the moving objects or their transportation mode, similarly to the context of the semantic trajectories. (xii) Abstracted/synchronized output. The output of the simulator should be given at various spatio-temporal scales (e.g., the raw trajectories and the spatio-temporal abstractions of the corresponding semantic trajectories), which should be synchronized.
In Table III , the generators proposed so far in the literature are categorized with respect to whether they support the previously discussed desirable characteristics. Moreover, Hermoupolis is placed in direct comparison with them with respect to these features.
CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, Hermoupolis is a pattern-and semantic-aware synthetic trajectory generator that is able to produce realistic semantic trajectory datasets (along with their synchronized raw spatiotemporal counterparts), conforming to mobility profiles given as input by users. As demonstrated, the application domain for such a generator could range from the empirical evaluation of semantic trajectory data management techniques (that handle semantic trajectories as complex spatio-temporal-textual sequences or behaviourally rich semantic entities) and the effectiveness validation of mobility pattern-mining techniques to efficient urban planning through the simulation of the traffic flow of an entire city, for example, during a scheduled event.
Moreover, Hermoupolis by-example follows the "by-example" paradigm, in which mobility profiles are "automatically" extracted from a small real "semantically aware" dataset that are instead given as input. Under this setting, urban planners could provide, for example, a small real dataset extracted from questionnaires or diaries as input and get a large realistic synthetic dataset to keep the semantics of the former as output, an extremely useful tool in modern planning, for example, in the era of electric vehicles that is emerging [Janssens et al. 2012] .
Direct future work is triggered from the current proposal. We plan to work with experts from various transportation domains (including maritime and aviation) in order to assess the effectiveness of our proposal in different types of movement; for instance, considering the third spatial dimension (height) is definitely challenging. We also plan to investigate the adaptation of our prototype in order to be applicable on a big data platform to be able to run large-scale simulations. Designing and evaluating such simulations is quite challenging, especially as the various validation metrics are application dependent, for example, Origin-Destination matrices that are extensively used in the transportation domain. Finally, it is interesting to take into advantage the recent advancement in multi-agent systems, aiming at transforming Hermoupolis to an agent-based simulator.
